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NYSRSAS President, Gene Goldwasser, was a school principal 
for 24 years. Since retiring, has been an adjunct professor at 
Hofstra and coach with the Institute for Student Achievement. 

       It’s time we listen to the kids. Young peo-
ple in their teens and twenties have been agi-
tating for two specific issues – global warming 
and gun control. It’s time we not only listen to 
them, but also join their efforts. 

Scientists have been warning us about the effects of 
global warming for decades, about rising sea levels that 
threaten low lying areas, about the increased frequency 
of devastatingly powerful hurricanes that overwhelm 
coastal areas with once-in-a-hundred year flooding, 
about the melting of glaciers and the break-up of the Arc-
tic ice shelf at unprecedented rates that contribute to 
rising sea levels, and a host of other potentially cata-
strophic weather-related events that impact both urban 
and sparsely populated areas in this country and around 
the world. 

Instead of ignoring this phenomenon, or declaring it a 
hoax, it’s time we became more responsible citizens and 
do our part to lessen the effect of global warming. Make 
no mistake about it, carbon emissions from gasoline pow-
ered vehicles are major contributors to global warming, 
in fact everything we do to perpetuate our dependence 
on fossil fuels brings the inevitable closer instead of de-
laying it or stopping it completely. Those of us living in 
low-lying areas on the south shore of Long Island, south-
ern Florida, the battery area of Manhattan, parts of the 
Carolinas, Louisiana and Texas are flirting with disaster. It 
is one thing to clean up and rebuild after a major storm, 
but quite another to rebuild after a succession of major 
storms and extreme flooding.  

What can we do about it? For one thing, we can try 
to lessen our dependence on fossil fuels. Quiz yourself. 
Are you: 
• driving more fuel efficient cars? 
• buying more efficient appliances? 
• using solar panels for heating and electrical consump-

tion, where possible?  
• advocating for renewable energy sources like wind 

power?  
• considering all options that reduce our carbon foot-

print?  
If you answered yes to these questions, you’re al-

ready helping to reduce our carbon footprint.  If you an-

swered no, then there’s opportunity to change. We don’t 
need to wait for the president or congress to act – as 
individuals, we can accomplish much. 

We have discussed the epidemic of school, work-
place, and entertainment venue shootings in prior news-
letters. Has anything changed since this issue has been 
raised? I don’t think so. No longer are we comfortable 
attending an event at a stadium or theater without look-
ing around to determine possible escape avenues should 
the need arise. One has only to look at the increased po-
lice presence during New Year’s Eve in Times Square, at 
the Gay Pride Parades, at the World Series or at the Su-
per Bowl to note that we are employing a “prevent de-
fense” to stop would-be shooters from senselessly spray-
ing crowds with indiscriminate gunfire. The same 
“prevent defense” is now being used in schools as chil-
dren participate in active shooter drills, and where 
armed guards are being hired to patrol hallways and 
monitor school grounds. 

It seems to me that there is a more basic solution to 
this conundrum – strengthen background checks, bar 
people on no-fly lists from owning guns, and eliminate 
access to guns, especially those that use clips and “bump 
stocks” that turn them into automatic weapons. I am not 
naïve – I know we are not going to be able to eliminate 
guns, but we have to start somewhere. After the recent 
mass shooting in New Zealand, the prime minister and 
her parliament stepped up and enacted legislation ban-
ning access to all automatic weapons. That was a brave 
start; an example we should follow. If congress refuses 
to act and the president refuses to lead on this issue, 
then it is up to states to enact laws that restrict access to 
guns, to outlaw automatic rifles, and ban clips that turn 
pistols and rifles into automatic weapons. Our first line of 
attack is to reach out to our state legislators to encour-
age them to enact laws that limit access to guns in the 
states we live in. We can do that as individuals or, if you 
agree, as an organization. 

The kids are on the right side on these issues.  
   Are we? 

The Kids Are Right 
Gene Goldwasser    
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NYSRSAS 
 

Executive Board 
Eugene Goldwasser, President 

Joseph Quinn, 1st Vice President 
Patricia Galaskas, 2nd Vice President 

Edward Price, Treasurer 
Edward Bellomo, Recording Secretary 

 
Committee Chairs 

Mary Hance, Education 
Stewart Mortman, Political Action 

John Wallace, Membership 
Corine Lipset-Huberman, Newsletter 

Ken Forman, Website Liaison 
 

Members at Large 
Sherry Alessandro 

Vincent Deland 
John Fogliano 

Mary Louise Haley 
Jeff Hollander 
Elliott Kigner 
David Long 

Martin Mandelker 
Stan Opas 

George Pincus 
Lois Small 

Seth Weitzman 
Jack Zamek 

 
We welcome your comments on articles or current  

issues.  To start a discussion, contact us at 
info@nysrsas.org 

Membership Benefits 
 

Always identify yourself as a NYSRSAS Member 
whenever using the following benefits. 

 
 Sterling Optical.   

 Sure Sight eye care plan  
 800-Eyes-789   (800-393-7789) 
 

VPS Vision Care 
Eye exams and glasses—vsp.com 
877-759-5758 
 

Car Rentals.  
• Avis Worldwide 800-352-7900,  
                          Rate code AWD S 061700. 
               (if trouble with discount code, call 800-831-8000) 
• Alamo 800-354-2322.   
       Discount rate code 706768. 
 

Eastern Dental Plan [EDP]   
This is a discounted dental program.   
Phone 631-272-5230  
Identify yourself as a NYSRSAS member for 
best discount rates.  Select from hundreds of 
dentists on Long Island.. Also: vision plan, pet 
discount drugs, hearing plan. 
 
United Health Programs of America  
Identify yourself as a NYSRSAS member for dental and chi-
ropractic rates.. Hugh Marasa, one of our members, is one 
of their agents   Ask for him.  
Phone UHP—800-238-3884 
 

For additional hints for discounts in other areas,  
visit our website: 

http://nysrsas.org/benefits 
 

INSIDE THIS ISSUE: 
 

P. 1 — The Kids Are Right 
P. 2— NYSRSAS Board Meetings 
P 3 — School’s Out for Summer 
P, 3—NYSRSAS Constitution Amended 
P. 4— Closing the Achievement Gap 
P. 5 — Reflective Retiree—Hate in America 
P. 6 — Quarterly Query Responses 
P. 7 — Summer Quarterly Query 
P. 7 — June 2019 Luncheon Photos 
P. 7— Member Survey Results 
P. 8 — Port City Ponderings 

NYSRSAS  BOARD  MEETINGS 
 

September 4, 2019 
December 11, 2019 

April 22, 2020 
June 10, 2020 

 

 Members are invited  to attend our Executive 
Board meetings.  They begin at 10:00 a.m. and will 
be held at the Western Suffolk BOCES Training Cen-
ter located at 31 Lee Avenue in Wheatley Heights.  
(Directions:  Take the LIE to Exit 50, Bagatelle Road.  
Go South for 2.1 miles and turn left onto Lee Avenue.  
The BOCES building is a former school.) . 
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a 79.9% opt out rate with only 6.1% of it students 
getting free and reduced lunch. There are also cases of 
somewhat low opt out percentages such as the Half 
Hollow School District with 37.6% opting out and only 
16.5% receiving free and reduced lunch, and Syosset 
with a 24.1% opt out rate and only 5% receiving free 
and reduced lunch. So what causes the most affluent 
districts to opt out?  In some school districts the par-
ents and the administration are very vocal in stating 
that the testing is not fair or relevant. Are the parents 
persuaded by the majority, or do they believe that 
those in education know better?   

With the large opt out numbers of affluent districts, 
there is not a heterogenous sample of students’ grades 
to make sufficient use of the data from the testing to 
sufficiently determine if the curriculum is being pre-
sented properly and learned sufficiently to move the 
students to the next grade.  

The testing name has been changed, but everyone 
knows it is the same standardized test as before. The 
shortening of the days and making it untimed are irrel-
evant if the parents do not see any merit in it and opt 
their children out. 

Given all the skills and experience of 
those in the New York State Education 
Department, a fair and reasonable test 
of each grade level at the end of the 
school year when the entire curriculum 
has been taught should be a feasible 
accomplishment. Thus, the results 
would be more meaningful, both in terms of each stu-
dent’s achievement and the achievement of the total 
grade level by school or by district.  Let’s make sure 
education in New York remains at a high standard.  

School’s Out for Summer — 
But NYS Testing Results Are Still in Session 

Mary Hance 
June represents the end of the academic school 

year 2018-2019. It also represents that point in the 
NYS testing process for grades three to eight where 
the exams have been graded and the results are up in 
Albany awaiting distribution. The school districts will 
get the results some time in late July/early August, and 
the parents will get the results sometime in September 
after the 2019-2020 school year has begun. So, what is 
the relevance of the testing results? The tests were 
administered in April for ELA with three months left in 
the school year and in May for math with two months 
of the school year still remaining for teaching and 
learning.   

When the results come out in August, most of the 
classes for the next term have been established, and 
when the parents get the results in September, their 
children have had six months of growth  both physical-
ly and mentally. How relevant are the results of a test 
given four and five months ago? Students grow at vari-

ous stages during the academic 
year. What would happen to  a 
student who had been struggling 
academically in April, and then at 
the beginning of June everything 
fell into place but scored poorly 

on the exam in April and was given services for the 
next school year?  Would the student feel defeated at 
being remediated when it was’t necessary? Would the 
school district be using resources that were not neces-
sary and costly?  The large opt numbers suggest that 
using the testing results for any significant purpose is 
difficult and not very reliable. 

Do the high “opt-out” numbers correlate to the 
economic status of the district? According to the opt 
out percentages for math reported in Newsday on 
May 4, 2019, and the information of the percentage of 
students receiving free and reduced lunch from the 
site niche.com, there seems to be a correlation. In 
Suffolk County, the Central Islip School District had an 
opt out rate of 12.9% and 79.1% of its students receive 
free or reduced lunch, while the Shoreham-Wading 
River School District had an opt our rate of 77.1% and 
only 5% of its students get free and reduced lunch. In 
Nassau County, the Hempstead School District had an 
opt out rate of 2.4% and 70% of its students get free 
and reduced lunch, while Bellmore School District had 

Mary Hance retired as the principal of the Woodland Avenue 
School in Hicksville, NY. A recent addition to the NYSRSAS 
Executive Board, she is now serving as Education Chairperson.  

NYSRSAS Constitution & By-laws 
Amended 

 
A vote of the NYSRSAS members attending the June 

annual meeting approved several amendments to our 
constitution to reflect some changes in committees and  
to codify some financial practices. For the full text of the 
document, please visit our website at www.nysrsas.org. 
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Closing the Achievement Gap: It’s the Economy  
Edward Price 

tion is seen throughout the country with 
students from the “wrong side of the 
tracks” separated from their more afflu-
ent peers. 

This analysis could result in suc-
cumbing to indifference and depression.  
While addressing economic conditions 
requires broad-based support not available in the cur-
rent political environment, Berliner presents proposals 
to help level the playing field for less advantaged 
youth. He recommends high quality pre-K programs, 
strong summer and after school supports, and highly 
qualified teachers, counselors and social workers. 
These will not come without cost but the trade-off is 
reduced special education, fewer dropouts, increased 
graduation rates, and higher future employment. 

Anthony Carnevale, director of Georgetown Uni-
versity Center on Education and the Workforce, found 
that all students regardless of ethnicity may stumble 
during their careers but affluent children are more like-
ly to recover from these setbacks than disadvantaged 
youth. However, some disadvantaged students, espe-
cially those who have high math test scores in the 
tenth grade, are successful following a setback.  His 
point is that with support, socioeconomically disadvan-
taged students can overcome obstacles. Quality does 
matter in enhancing opportunities for all children.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is our responsibility as educational leaders to 
support efforts to build economically strong communi-
ties with high achieving schools where children of all 
backgrounds are supported, and to build coalitions to 
ensure success of every child. That long-range goal is 
critical. However, we cannot neglect the immediate 
need to provide necessary support for students lacking 
economic advantages. Our future depends on it! 

Educators spent years debating means of eliminating or 
at least reducing the achievement gap between low and high-
er socioeconomic students. Several recent articles indicate 
that we had the wrong focus. David Berliner in a presentation 
to the Horace Mann League meeting in February 2019 and 
Nick Hanauer in the July 2019 issue of the Atlantic indicate 
that the key to equalizing educational opportunity is elimi-
nating the wealth gap. Although they come from different 
backgrounds and perspectives, they reach similar conclu-
sions. Berliner is Professor Emeritus of Education at Arizona 
State University and Hanauer is a venture capitalist who pre-
viously championed charter schools as the key to educational 
reform.   

Hanauer details the growing inequality in American 
society where the top one percent own 40 percent of the 

nation’s wealth and the 
top 20 percent hold 90 
percent of US assets.  
The distribution also has 
racial implications. White 
families have 84 percent 
more assets than African 
Americans and 78 per-

cent more than Latinos, giving white families an automatic 
advantage. 

In addition, wages have not risen at the same rate as 
corporate profits. Although educational achievement has in-
creased, wages have not kept pace. Department of Labor sta-
tistics reveal an expansion of jobs but the majority are in low-
er paid categories: food preparation, personal care and ser-
vice, sales and health care support. Although 39 percent of 
Americans over the age of 35 hold BA’s, only 26 percent of 
available jobs require a college degree. Since 1970 wages as 
part of the GDP fell by 8 percent making it difficult for fami-
lies to maintain middle class lifestyles. 

Hanauer’s point is that these economic conditions ex-
acerbate problems affecting children such as frequent mobili-
ty, poor housing, inadequate medical attention, and unsafe 
environments. He sees the key to helping children achieve 
academically is building strong middle-class communities.  
Berliner expands on this point noting that strong middle-class 
communities support high achievement and good schools, 
while children living in poor conditions are restricted by their 
circumstances. These authors contend that to eliminate the 
achievement gap, we must first address the issues of segre-
gated housing. It should be noted that New York is one of the 
most racially segregated states in the nation. Sixty percent of 
New York’s black children attend schools that are 90 to 100 
percent nonwhite. Berliner indicates that economic segrega-

Dr. Edward Price served as superintendent in several New 
York and New Jersey school districts.  He is currently a lec-
turer in educational leadership at Stony Brook University. 
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From  the  Desk  of:  The  Reflective  Retiree 
 

Hate in America: what Can “We  the People” Do to Combat It? 
 Corine Lipset-Huberman 

 At the 1988 Republican National Con-
vention, then Vice-President George H.W. 
Bush included these words in his acceptance 
speech as the Republican candidate for Presi-
dent of the United States: “I want a kinder and 
gentler nation.” Twenty years later, as Presi-
dent Bush departed from this earth at the age 
of 94, sorry to say his wish had still not been 

granted.  In fact, this nation is neither kinder nor gentler 
and, to many Americans’ dismay, the present govern-
ment under the leadership of Donald J. Trump has been 
engaged in outrageous and nefarious activities, perhaps 
the worst of which has been the treatment of migrant 
children at our southern border.  
 I could go on and on to describe a plethora of 
decisions, acts, judgments, statements and executive or-
ders that this president has released, all of which in this 
writer’s viewpoint have done great harm to the future of 
America and its citizens, but that is not the major theme 
of this article. What I want to speak of here is the diaboli-
cal result of hate and hate crimes that have emanated 
from this president’s coarse, uncaring, rude and often 
incendiary behavior that encourages those who peddle 
hatred to commit acts of violence and destruction. 
 Certainly violence and destruction existed before 
Mr. Trump bore the title of president, but statistics clear-
ly demonstrate that the recent rise in hate crimes coin-
cides with the start of his presidential campaign.The Anti-
Defamation League reports that anti-Semitic occurrences 
have increased considerably, up 57% in just the past year.  
The number of people killed by far-right extremists since 
September 11 is about equal to the number killed in the 
U.S. by jihadist terrorists. In 2016 hate crimes against 
Muslims rose almost 20% more than in 2015. A Justice 
Department survey of major cities also cites that hate 
crimes are rising steeply. Tallying victims nationwide, the 
Department calculates 250,000 a year.1 The Southern 
Poverty Law Center reports that “the number of hate 
groups operating across America rose to a record high in 
2018 – 1,020 – as President Trump continued to fan the 
flames of white resentment over immigration and the 
country’s changing demographics.” 2 
  So what can we do to combat hate in America?  
The Southern Poverty Law Center advocates 10 actions 
you and I – the non-famous, the non-billionaires, the just 
plain Joes and Janes –  can do.  Here is their answer: 
 ACT.  Apathy is viewed as acceptance of the per-

(continued on page 7) 

petrators’ actions. Community members must take ac-
tion.  If that doesn’t happen, hate persists. Make a phone 
call, speak up at a meeting, sign a petition, offer your tal-
ents or skills to help. 
 UNITE.  Organize allies drawn from places of wor-
ship, schools, civic groups. Include the police, the media, 
children.  Gather ideas and get everyone involved. 
 SUPPORT THE VICTIMS.  Let victims know you 
care by surrounding them with comfort and protection in 
many different ways (food, physical assistance with prop-
erty damage, security, etc.). 
 DO YOUR HOMEWORK.  An informed campaign 
is most effective. Determine whether the crime is a hate 
crime or a bias crime. A bias crime is motivated by preju-
dice and shows up as conduct, speech or expression but 
doesn’t involve a criminal act. A hate crime is motivated 
by prejudice but involves physical assault, intimidation, 
arson or vandalism. Research the symbols and agenda of 
the crime. 
 CREATE AN ALTERNATIVE.  Do not attend a hate 
rally. Hold a unity rally or parade to draw media attention 
away from hate to something positive, thus providing a 
better vehicle for people’s desire to do something.  
 SPEAK UP.  Do not debate hate group members 
in a conflict forum. Each person’s presence provides them 
with publicity and legitimacy. Expose and denounce hate 
by drawing attention away from hate and towards unity.  
Spread tolerance through church, synagogue and mosque 
bulletins, door-to-door fliers, websites and letters to the 
editor, print advertisements. 
 LOBBY LEADERS.  Form relationships with com-
munity leaders before a hate incident occurs. Demand a 
strong public statement by political leaders when a hate 
incident occurs and then ask them to “walk the talk.” Ask 
for their public support and involvement in rallies, 
meetings and long-term solutions.   
 LOOK LONG RANGE.  The best cure for hate is a 
tolerant, united community. To promote that, consider 
the following: hold candlelight vigils, religious services 
and other activities to bring people of different races, 
religions and ethnicities together; honor history and mark 
special anniversaries;  decide on community actions to be 
taken; break bread together; create a community web-
site; work towards a special building project that address-
es a community need. 
 TEACH TOLERANCE.  Bias is learned in childhood.  
Schools are a good place to teach 
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Quarterly Query Responses – Winter 2019 

 Members were asked to share their recommenda-
tion for a special place that they had visited – a place that 
they remember fondly for a variety of reasons. Here are a 
few such places. 
Response from Gene Goldwasser: (served as principal of 
several NYS elementary schools and is President of 
NYSRSAS) 

My wife and I both agree that our trips to the Galapa-
gos Islands (we went twice – once with friends and once 
when we took our grandkids) were spectacular. We flew 
from New York to Quito and were transported from Ecua-
dor to the Galapagos by jet where we boarded a small ship 
– only 16-22 passengers – for a week of cruising from one 
island to another. We hiked on desert islands daily and 
encountered a wide array of wildlife including sea and 

land iguanas, giant tortoises, 
sea lions basking on beaches, 
blue footed boobies and frigate 
birds. We snorkeled in beauti-
ful, clear water and encoun-
tered a Galapagos shark 
(dangerous) as well as white-

tipped reef sharks (not dangerous), sea turtles and pen-
guins. Meals were taken on board – almost always fresh 
fish – and the small ship served as our hotel for the week. 
We visited several islands and had a chance to interact 
with the native Galapaganos. Never boring, always inter-
esting, a week touring the Galapagos Islands remains one 
of our top destinations. 
Response from Corine Lipset-Huberman: (served as princi-
pal of Village Elementary School, Syosset CSD) 

Ever since I read The Good Earth by Pearl S. Buck as a 
kid, I have wanted to go to China. My dream came true 
shortly after retirement with a three-week whirlwind tour. 
We were in Beijing, Chongqing and Shanghai, the country’s 
largest cities, each with over 20 million people, who all 
seem to be on the streets at the same time. Main streets 
are clean and parks are well-maintained. Highways are 
well-surfaced, well-marked and well-lit, sans potholes and 
graffiti. Sightings of MacDonald’s and malls bore the mark 
of western civilization. Malls often reflect upscale stand-
ards of living, while in other sec-
tions of the big cities there is 
much evidence of poverty. 
Traffic is a huge problem, with 
buses, cars, motorcycles, bicy-
cles and  assorted contraptions 
clogging the streets. We saw 
sights that took our breath 
away—whole families on one 

motorcycle, a mother holding an infant seated behind 
the driver, no helmet on anyone. There are many fasci-
nating sights to behold—the Forbidden City, the Imperial 
Palace, the Great Wall, and the Terracotta Army in Xi’an. 
But for me the feel of China is one of contradictions. One 
minute – beautiful hotels, delicate crafts, extravagant 
clothing – and a few blocks later a whole different face of 
China – people living in cramped apartments, some in 
slum areas, shopping in outdoor markets selling  anything 
and everything (new and used) including food that west-
erners probably won’t find very appealing. A tour of Chi-
na was an incredible educational experience. For an ex-
citing and memorable trip – China is it! 
Response from Pat Galaskas (served as Elementary Cur-
riculum Coordinator in Franklin Square and Syosset) 

Two of my most memorable post-retirement trips 
have been to Iberia. After a couple of strictly “tourist” 
type trips to the Costa del Sol and Barcelona and Madrid, 
I had an opportunity to spend three weeks living in the 
beautiful smaller city of Salamanca in the heart of Castilla 
and Leon. Famed for its 13th century university, the city is 
also a well-known center for language study. In a pro-
gram coordinated by the Smithsonian, we spent our 
mornings in language classes. Then  we roamed the 
city—visiting cafes and churches and enjoying its fall fes-
tival with booths competing for the prize for the year’s 
best, most original tapas. We wiled away warm early au-
tumn evenings in the 
gorgeous Plaza 
Mayor and spent 
weekends on excur-
sions to Segovia, Avi-
la, and Zamora. Being 
able to immerse 
yourself in the daily 
life and habits of another country is really special. I rec-
ommend it to you most enthusiastically!   

The second outstanding trip was on the Camino de 
Santiago, the traditional pilgrims’ route dating back to 
the 11th century. We called our journey “Camino lite” 
since we were staying in nice hotels (not the pilgrims’ 
hostels) and enjoying fine Spanish cuisine in lovely res-
taurants. Starting out in the city of Burgos, we did walk 
portions of the pilgrimage route every day, rain or shine. 
We visited magnificent cities like Leon and tiny villages, 
ultimately winding up in Santiago de Compostela and 
Finisterre. I approached this as a tourist (not a pilgrim), 
but I must admit that as one traverses the varied terrain 
from rolling farmland to foggy valleys there are moments 
that become unexpectedly “spiritual.” 
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Hate in America 
(cont’d from  page 5) 

Dr. Corine Lipset-Huberman has had extensive experience at 
all levels of education. She spent the last 19 years prior to re-
tirement as principal of the Village School in Syosset, NY. 

 

  
 

 

  
 

The FIRST AMENDMENT to the Constitution reads:  Con-
gress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof;  or 
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press;  or the 
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to peti-
tion the Government for a redress of grievances. 

Freedom of speech is thus guaranteed to all. It is the 
First Amendment that enables persons of any persua-
sion, race or ethnic background to get up on a soapbox 
and speak their mind on whatever topic they choose.  If 
the message is one of hate, it is of course hurtful to the 
targets of the message, but unless they endanger bodily 
safety of others or property, they are free to deliver the 
message.    

Therein lies our query:  Is freedom of speech too 
free?  Would it be better for society as a whole if hate 
messages were prohibited?  If rallies promoting bigotry 
and hate were not allowed? 

We hope you will share your thoughts and opinions 
with your fellow members.  We would love to hear from 
you!                                             e-mail your response to 

info@nysrsas.org.   
(Please include your name and  

the district from which you retired.) 

 tolerance through special projects and activities. College 
campuses can sponsor tolerance activities. A community 
Human Rights Coalition can sponsor events and activities  
that foster tolerance. 
 DIG DEEPER.  Look inside yourself for biases and  
prejudices. Ask yourself:  How diverse is my circle of 
friends?  Do I speak up when someone tells a sexist, rac-
ist or homophobic joke in my presence?  Do I listen and 
learn from other’s experiences?  Do I take economic seg-
regation and environmental racism for granted? 3 
 So is Trump the forerunner of a continuing dark 
age? Not if Americans band together and reject this rising 
tirade of hate. Shortly before her death in 1962, Eleanor 
Roosevelt wrote, “The course of history is directed by the 
choices we make and our choices grow out of the ideas, 
the beliefs, the values, the dreams of the people.  It is not 
so much the powerful leaders that determine our destiny 
as the much more powerful influence of the combined 
voice of the people themselves.”   John Adams, following 
his own single term as President, wrote that “the peo-
ple . . . ought to consider the President’s office as the in-
dispensable guardian of their rights,” adding:  “The peo-
ple cannot be too careful in the choice of their Presi-
dents.”  “We the People” need to think of those words 
before we head to the polls in November of 2020! 
 
 

1   Meacham, Jon et al, “Beyond Hate,”  TIME, Vol. 192, No. 
20, November 12, 2018. 

2   SPLC Report.  Southern Poverty  Law Center, Spring 2019, 
Vol. 49, No. 1. 

3   Ten Ways to Fight Hate: A Community Response Guide. 
Southern Poverty Law Center, 4th edition, 2014. 

Quarterly Query 
 

Summer 2019 

An Update: Survey Responses 
In their responses to our most recent NYSRSAS survey, 

members indicated that this newsletter was their preferred way 
to receive information. Topics related to current trends in edu-
cation and issues in politics had the highest priority. There was 
overwhelming support for  continuing to take a formal position 
on political issues with Medicare/Medicaid and Social Security  
considered the most important. Please continue to share your 
concerns—we welcome responses to newsletter articles! 



 With greater frequency recently, 
the former teacher of English within me 
cringes as I encounter errors in grammar, 
usage and sentence structure in newspaper 
articles.  Lest one might conclude the prob-
lem lies solely with our local newspaper re-
porters, I regularly discover mistakes in re-
ports from major news organizations.  In 

addition to print errata, I often am assailed by grammati-
cal blunders in television and radio advertisements.  (To 
avoid further repetition I will use the term grammar to 
include usage, punctuation and sentence structure.)  One 
might chalk the errors up to typos, too great a reliance on 
whatever spelling or grammatical app comes with the 
computer, or poor editing. However, it is also apparent 
that often the emphasis on teaching grammar in the lower 
grades of many schools seems to have gone the way of 
teaching cursive writing. 
 Those of a certain age were drilled in grammar in 
elementary school.  We learned about such essentials as 
parts of speech:  nominative, possessive and objective cas-
es;  subjects, predicates and objects;  simple and com-
pound sentences; independent and dependent 
(subordinate) clauses.  Recently, the Wilmington Star 
News Sunday edition has been including “Grammar Guy,” 
an amusing and informative column by Curtis Honeycutt, a 
nationally syndicated humor writer.  He began a recent 
article by noting that those wishing to advance in their 
business careers must stand out from their coworkers 
who will appear to be subordinate to them.  He then pre-
sented an explanation of the meaning and purpose of sub-
ordinate clauses with suitable examples and closed with 
this quip:  “If you want that six-figure check, you’re going 
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to have to tower over your mere mortal coworkers who 
either want to be you or date you.  Just like subordinate 
clauses, they can’t stand on their own apart from the 
proximity of your sheer awesomeness.” 
 Our newspaper also has in its opinion section a 
feature called “Buzzards” which allows readers to submit 
comments of thirty words or less on any matter they wish 
without having to include their names.  Many of the items 
submitted consist of political fulminations  so prevalent in 
today’s media, but lately there has been a great increase 
in remarks criticizing grammatical errors occurring in 
some of the submissions.  One common error is the differ-
ence of meaning in the words there, their and they’re.  
Another is the use of the apostrophe to designate a plural 
(fruit’s and vegetable’s).  Horribile dictu, I recently re-
ceived a notice from the State office of one of the organi-
zations to which I belong urging the local chapters to sub-
mit a list of their new officers so that it could publish the 
directory’s! 
 Space restrictions prevent my expounding further 
on many types of grammatical errors that regularly assail 
my eyes and ears.  (There goes my grumpy old-guy de-
meanor rising again.)  I have enough material for more 
articles on this topic, including a few of the more compli-
cated aspects.  There are some rules that may be broken.  
It has been reported that when Winston Churchill was 
once asked about ending a sentence with a preposition, 
he responded, “That is something up with which I will not 
put.” 
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